Prediction of self-assemblies of sodium dodecyl sulfate and fragrance additives using coarse-grained force fields.
Coarse-grained force field (CGFF) methods were applied to study the self-assembly of sodium dodecyl sulfate with fragrance additives. The CGFF parameters were parameterized and validated using experimental and all-atom simulation data. Direct molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to characterize the initial aggregation, partitioning of fragrances, and chemical potentials of the surfactant and fragrance molecules in aggregates of different sizes. The equilibrium critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) and micelle size distributions, which could not be obtained by direct simulation, were predicted using the calculated chemical potentials in combination with a thermodynamic model. The predicted partitioning of fragrances, CMCs, micelle sizes, and micelle structures agree well with previously reported experimental data. Graphical abstract Enhancement of micelle size distribution using thermodynamic model.